Allowing Additional Attempts

The **Allow Additional Attempt** function appears on the Grade Details page only if the student or group has already submitted the maximum number of attempts allowed for that assignment. You can continue to offer opportunities to resubmit attempts each time the student reaches that maximum number. You do not have to grade previous attempts to allow a student to submit again.

Alternatively, click **Ignore Attempt** to ignore the attempt’s score in grade calculations and not count it against the maximum number of attempts.

To allow an additional attempt:

1. Locate the cell for a student’s assignment containing an exclamation mark. Click the cell’s contextual arrow.

2. Select **View Grade Details**. The Grade Details page appears.

3. Click **Allow Additional Attempt**, and confirm by clicking **OK**.
The page at https://bbappdev.sthom.edu says:
Create a new attempt for Group 17. All group members will have access to the new attempt.
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